
Yr 11 into 12 Landscapes
This is about pushing your experimentation 

and painting style
Hockney says ‘ You really have to look’ We need you to show us that you have really looked! Show evidence of the following.

1. Research and sketch / photograph a series of views you would like to interpret. This can be your garden or window view OR a 
view with your home, if you can’t get out.    4 x A4 sketches.

2. Choose three artists that interest you either from the power point or others you’ve researched. (you need to have 3 images for 
each artist). Use the fame-work in the power point to analyse their work in detail.

3. Make a study of one of their pieces – ideally it will be your favourite one. Really try and copy the technique they have used, if 
you think it has been painted with a piece of card, use one! You are to do this for all = 3 in total.

4. Re-paint your view in the style of the Artist. = 3 in total.

5. Sketches to support a minimum 2 ideas for your own personal response to research. Describe medium etc …

6. Include research to support your idea……You might need more photographs and experimentation.

7. FINAL PIECE.

*This may be in whatever medium ( s) you wish. If it is a painting or mixed medium piece minimum A3 size. 

*It should take 12 hours minimum.







Tom Brown Californian landscape Artist 
http://tombrownstudio.weebly.com/

http://tombrownstudio.weebly.com/


Dairo Vargas- Columbian born artists uses expressive mark making. Wet 
on wet acrylic and oil paint. He uses brushes, card, palette knives , glue 
spatulas and rags to spread the paint over the surface, 



Erin Hansen-She uses underpainting to enhance a glow 

in her work. She intensifies the colours as well as shows the 
negative spaces off to great effect. Her work has a feeling of a 
stain glass window. She has clearly been influenced by Van Gogh 
and the Fauve Art movement
https://www.erinhanson.com/Videos

https://www.erinhanson.com/Videos


Erin uses impasto paint and 
underpaints in warm reds/purples 
before adding paint. Her outlines 
enhance the glow around the objects



She has clearly been influenced by Van Gogh 
and the Fauve Art movement



David 
Hockney’s 
landscape



Graham Sutherland



David Tress • davidtress.co.uk

http://www.davidtress.co.uk/gallery/g17.html


Pierre 
Bonnard



Anthony Garrat



ELERI MILLS See the 
influence from Van 
Gogh - Use of directional 
and exciting textural 
marks



Iwan Gwyn Parry RCA



ETHEL WALKER- Look at 
how she layers the colours 
and uses directional brush 
marks to emphasis 
contours of the land and 
sky



MICHAEL HONNOR -Interesting use 
of directional marks and rough 
energetic marks as well as some 
fine detail



• http://www.thackeraygallery.com/artists

http://www.thackeraygallery.com/artists

